The SGBEM-FEM alternating method suitable for the solution of elastic and elasticplastic three-dimensional fracture mechanics problems is presented. The crack is modeled by the symmetric Galerkin boundary element method (SGBEM), as a distribution of displacement discontinuities in an infinite medium. The finite element method (FEM) is used for stress analysis of the uncracked finite body. The solution for the structural component with the crack is obtained in an iterative procedure, which alternates between FEM solution for the uncracked body, and the SGBEM solution for the crack in an infinite body. Both elastic and elastic-plastic alternating procedure are developed. In the elastic alternating procedure residual forces on the surface of the finite element model are sought in order to balance tractions induced by presence of the crack. Elastic-plastic alternating procedure is based on volume residuals due to presence of the crack and elastic-plastic material behavior. Initial stress approach is used inside alternating iterative procedure for elastic-plastic problems. Computational procedure for fatigue crack growth of nonplanar cracks is presented. It is assumed that crack growth rate and the direction of crack growth are determined by the ∆J-integral.
Introduction
Numerical modeling of nonplanar cracks and their growth in structural components is important for many engineering fields. At present it is not widely used because of its complexity and lack of available numerical tools. The finite element method (FEM) is employed for modeling in many engineering areas including fracture mechanics. Various finite element techniques for fracture mechanics analysis have been developed. The use of energetic methods and in particular the equivalent domain integral method [1, 2] allows one to obtain fracture mechanics parameters for an arbitrary three-dimensional crack. A serious difficulty in applying the finite element method to the analysis of three-dimensional cracks is related to generation of appropriate meshes for non-planar cracks and especially to modifying finite element mesh during crack growth. Recently introduced the extended finite element method [3] allows to model cracks which surfaces are not necessary coincide with element surfaces. However the extended finite element method usually requires refined meshes.
In the boundary element method (BEM) for linear problems, the mesh should be created only for the boundary of the structure, and for the crack surface. Generation of a boundary element mesh for the surface is simpler than generation of a finite element mesh for the entire body with a crack. However, for the growing crack, both the cracksurface mesh and the mesh for the surface of the structure should be modified. Among disadvantages of the traditional BEM, it is possible to mention the non-symmetrical matrix of the equation system, and the hypersingular kernels contained in the integral relations.
The symmetric Galerkin boundary element method (SGBEM) [4] is based on satisfying the boundary integral equations of elasticity in a Galerkin weak form. The SGBEM equations are characterized by weakly singular kernels. Using special coordinate transformation, which removes the singularity from kernels, the boundary element matrices can be integrated with the use of usual Gaussian rules.
Employing the superposition principle it is possible to represent solution for a cracked body as a sum of two solutions: solution for a body without a crack and solution for a crack in an infinite medium. Some special fictitious loads should be added to both superimposed problems in order to account for mutual influence of the crack and the body surface. A method for combining SGBEM and FEM procedures in crack analysis is proposed in Reference [5] . Here we present further development of the combined SGBEM-FEM procedure. Fatigue crack growth of the surface crack is modeled. It is shown that the SGBEM-FEM procedure can be applied to elastic-plastic crack analysis.
Overview of the SGBEM-FEM procedure
Using jointly the symmetric Galerkin boundary element method for modeling an arbitrary non-planar crack in an infinite body, and the finite element method for an uncracked finite body, in fracture mechanics problems, allows us to employ advantages of both methods.
The finite element method is a robust method for elastic and elastic-plastic problems. It can easily incorporate various types of boundary conditions. The finite element method is widely used in industry. There are commercial preprocessor programs, which are capable of transforming any CAD model into a finite element model.
The boundary element method is most suitable for modeling cracks in infinite bod- ies. The displacement discontinuity approach provides for a simple modeling of the crack. Only one surface of the crack should be discretized. The independence of the crack model and the finite element model of the body allows to easily change the crack model in order to simulate crack growth under monotonic or cyclic loading. According to the superposition principle, the solution for a finite body with a crack can be obtained as a superposition of two solutions:
1. finite element solution for a finite body under external loading, without a crack;
2. boundary element solution for an infinite body with a crack modeled.
Using the superposition principle, it is possible to employ a direct method for creating a system of equations for the fracture mechanics problem. The matrix of the combined equation system includes finite element and boundary element matrices and two interaction matrices. Such direct approach for combining the traditional hypersingular boundary element method, and the finite element method, is used by the authors of Reference [6] . An obvious disadvantage of the direct approach is the large size of the matrices that characterize the interaction between the finite element and the boundary element global matrices, and consequently the large computing time for the assembly and solution of the equation system.
Illustration of the superposition principle is presented in Figure 1 . For a correct superposition corresponding to the solution for a finite body with a crack, fictitious forces on the boundary of the finite element model should be found in order to compensate for the stresses caused by the presence of a crack in an infinite body. While this can be done with a direct procedure, the alternating method [12] provides for a more efficient solution, without assembling the joint SGBEM-FEM matrix.
The SGBEM-FEM alternating method alternates between the finite element solution for an uncracked body and the boundary element solution for a crack in an infinite body. The basic steps of the elastic SGBEM-FEM alternating iterative procedure are as follows:
1. Using FEM, obtain the stresses at the location of the crack in a finite uncracked body subjected to given boundary conditions.
2. Using SGBEM, solve the problem of a crack, the faces of which subjected to tractions, as found from FEM analysis of the uncracked body.
3. Determine the residual forces at the outer boundaries of the finite body, from displacement discontinuities at the crack surface.
4. Using FEM, solve a problem for a finite uncracked body under residual forces from SGBEM analysis.
5. Obtain the stresses at the location of the crack corresponding to FEM solution.
6. Repeat Steps (2)-(5) until the residual load is small enough.
7. By summing all the appropriate contributions, compute the total solution for a finite body with the crack.
Transfer of stresses from the finite element model to the boundary element model and vice versa in the elastic alternating procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 .
In the elastic-plastic alternating procedure the sources of residual forces are both unknown stress boundary conditions due to presence of the crack and nonlinear material behavior. Because of this the residuals in the elastic-plastic case are computed for the volume of the finite element model.
FEM procedure

Elastic FEM procedure
The finite element procedure for structural analysis is well known [7] . The global equation system of equilibrium for elastic problems in terms of displacements has the following appearance:
where 
Here λ and µ are the Lamé constants; indices i and j are related to coordinate axes x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ; m and n are local node numbers inside the finite element.
Elastic stresses are determined by the relation:
Here [D] is the elasticity matrix and [B] is the displacement differentiation matrix.
Elastic-plastic FEM procedure
In elastic-plastic problems the stress increment can be related to the displacement increment in a complicated manner. For small increments the elastic-plastic stressdisplacement relation is similar to (3):
where [D ep ] is the elastic-plastic stress-strain matrix. In actual computer implementations the finite strain increment is divided into subincrements or special integration schemes are used [8] . A simple way of solving elastic-plastic problems is the initial stress iterative procedure:
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Here (i) is the iteration number. Iterations start from elastic solution with the applied load {P }. Then residual vector {Ψ
} due to unbalanced stresses is employed as an artificial volume load. The iteration loop is finished when residuals become small enough.
SGBEM procedure
Boundary integral equation
The following weakly-singular boundary integral equation is valid for a crack in an infinite medium [4, 9, 10] :
Here S is one of crack surfaces; u i are displacement discontinuities for the crack surface; u * i are the components of a continuous test function; and t k are crack face tractions. The two-point weakly singular kernel C αiβj is given by the following expression:
where ν is Poisson's ratio and µ is the shear modulus. A tangential operator D α is defined as follows:
where η 1 , η 2 are the surface coordinates on the crack surface and s, t are vectors in the plane that is tangent to the crack surface.
Discretization of the boundary integral equation
The discretized SGBEM equilibrium equation system for a crack in an infinite medium can be written in the form similar to (1):
where [K BEM ] is the SGBEM global matrix (symmetric), {u BEM } are SGBEM nodal displacement discontinuities at the crack surface and {T } are the equivalent nodal forces from tractions at the crack surface. Using index notation the global boundary element equation system can be rewritten in the following form:
The global matrix is composed of element matrices:
Here S m and S n are areas of the pair of boundary elements; i and j are indices related to coordinate axes x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ; a and b are local node numbers in elements m and n; N a are shape functions.
Integration of element matrices
An integral of a "stiffness" matrix coefficient (11) , for the combination of boundary elements n and m, can be presented as follows:
Taking into account that area elements can be presented in the form:
and that the determinant of Jacobi matrix is contained in the expression for the tangential operator D α the integrand can be written in the following form:
The integral I nm can be estimated using the Gaussian integration rule:
where η 1i , η 2j are the abscissas of the Gaussian integration rule and w i w j are the corresponding weights. Regular integration procedure is appropriate for a pair of boundary elements, which have no common points. In order to provide sufficient integration accuracy for elements, which are coincident or have one edge or one vertex in common special integration approach should be used. Special integration approach [5, 11] for coincident elements and for elements with common edge or common vertex, is based on the division of the four-dimensional integration domain 0 ≤ η 1 , η 2 ,η 1 ,η 2 ≤ 1 into several integration subdomains. In each subdomain, a special coordinate transformation is introduced, which cancels the singularity. The integral I nm for a special case of elements with common points is computed as a sum of subdomain integrals:
where s is the number of integration subdomains, η
2 are local coordinates in subdomain i, which are expressed through integration variables 0 ≤ ω, ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 ≤ 1 and J i is the subdomain transformation Jacobian. The number of subdomains for coincident elements, for elements with common edge and for elements with common vertex is equal to 8, 6 and 4 correspondingly. 3 and relations for subdomain transformation Jacobians J i can be found in Reference [5] .
Displacement and stresses
After determining crack surface discontinuities by solving global equation (9) displacements and stresses at any point are calculated by integration over the crack surface:
Here E klpq is the elasticity tensor; e iqm is the permutation symbol and S p ij is the stress fundamental solution:
Combined SGBEM-FEM procedure
For a correct superposition corresponding to the solution for a finite body with a crack, fictitious forces on the boundary of the finite element model should be found in order to compensate for the stresses caused by the presence of a crack in an infinite body. The alternating method [12, 5] provides an efficient solution of this problem, without assembling the joint SGBEM-FEM matrix. The SGBEM-FEM alternating method employs the finite element solution for an uncracked body and the boundary element solution for a crack in an infinite body. Using an iterative procedure, correct tractions at the crack surface, are sought. The alternating approach can be applied to the solution of both elastic and elastic-plastic crack problems.
Elastic alternating procedure
The finite element surface residuals {Ψ}, and the crack face boundary element tractions [T ], are estimated through a similar integration: 
In the elastic alternating procedure the FEM is used for stress analysis of the uncracked body and the SGBEM is employed for crack modeling. After termination of the iterative procedure correct tractions at the crack surface are determined thus making possible to compute correct values of the stress intensity factors at the crack front.
Elastic-plastic alternating procedure
Elastic-plastic alternating method based on combination of FEM solution for the uncracked body and an analytical solution for the crack has been proposed in Reference [13] . Here this algorithm is generalized for the SGBEM-FEM elastic-plastic alternating method. The finite element method is employed for stress analysis of the uncracked body. The residual vector {Ψ} at nodes of the finite element model is calculated as the volume integral using accumulated stresses:
where {P } is the current load level, [B] is the displacement differentiation matrix of the finite element method, {σ} are accumulated elastic-plastic stresses and V is the volume of the finite element model. The symmetric Galerkin boundary element method is used for elastic analysis of the crack in an infinite medium. Both methods can be combined in the following iterative procedure of the elastic-plastic SGBEM-FEM alternating method:
The solution procedure alternates between the FEM solution for the uncracked body and the SGBEM solution for the crack. The stresses at the finite element integration points are determined with the use of elastic-plastic constitutive material equations. The iterative procedure is terminated when the residual vector becomes small enough in comparison to the applied load.
6 Fracture mechanics parameters and crack growth
Calculation of the stress intensity factors
The elastic fracture mechanics parameters (stress intensity factors K I , K II and K III ) are determined by using asymptotic formulae for displacements in the vicinity of the crack front:
where E is the elasticity modulus; ν is the Poisson's ratio; r is the distance from the point to the crack front and u 1 , u 2 and u 3 are components of the displacement discontinuities at points at the crack surface in a local crack front coordinate system. The axis x 3 of the crack front coordinate system is tangent to the crack front, and the axis x 2 is normal to the crack surface.
Boundary elements with proper modeling of square-root stress singularity should be used at the crack front, in order to obtain values of the stress intensity factors with good precision. A convenient form of the boundary element with stress singularity is an 8-node element, with two midside nodes shifted towards the crack front by one quarter of the side length as shown in Figure 3 . The values of the stress intensity factors K I , K II and K III can be determined directly at the quarter-point nodes of the boundary elements or can be calculated at the corner and quarter-point nodes and extrapolated to the crack front.
In the elastic-plastic case the stress intensity factors are not valid fracture mechanics parameters. Some other fracture mechanics parameters such as J-integral components should be determined. However, in the case of applying elastic-plastic alternating method to fracture analysis the total solution is a sum of the SGBEM solution and the FEM solution. While elastic-plastic material relations are used to compute stress increment of the total strain, the SGBEM solution remains elastic at each iteration. The elastic asymptotic distribution dominates displacement and stress fields in the small vicinity of the crack front. Therefore, relations (25) can be used for the calculation of fracture mechanics parameters in the elastic-plastic case. Determined stress intensity factors K I , K II and K III should be treated as elastic-plastic stress intensity factors, which correspond to the J-integral components through the following equivalence relations:
Fatigue crack growth
The SGBEM-FEM alternating method is very attractive for modeling of fatigue crack growth. Since the boundary element model and the finite element model are independent, only the boundary element model should be modified during crack growth simulation. To advance the front of a nonplanar crack it is necessary to know the direction of crack growth and the amount of crack growth. The J-integral [14] is chosen here as a criterion for fatigue crack growth. According to the J-integral crack growth criterion: 1) crack grows in the direction of vector ∆ J as shown in Figure 4 ; 2) crack growth rate is determined by magnitude of ∆J.
The ∆ J vector is normal to the crack front. Hence a point at the crack front moves in the plane normal to the crack front at the angle α from the plane which is tangential to the crack surface. The ranges of the J-integral ∆J 1 and ∆J 2 are expressed through ranges of the stress intensity factors ∆K I , ∆K II and ∆K III using relations (26).
Typically, material fatigue crack growth models (such as Paris, Forman or NAS-GRO models) express the functional relationship for crack growth rate through the range of the effective stress intensity factor ∆K ef f :
where da/dN is the crack growth per cycle. The range of the effective stress intensity factor ∆K ef f is related to the range ∆J by the energy equivalence principle (26). Modeling of fatigue crack growth is performed by finite increments. The crackfront advancement is performed by adding extra element layer to the existing crack model. At each increment the maximum crack advance is specified as ∆a max . The crack advance for a particular point at the crack front is calculated as follows:
7 Code development
Selection of programming language
During last decades a considerable experience has been accumulated in the development of finite element and boundary element codes. Fortran and C were mostly used as programming languages for FEM and BEM codes. Recently, developers of the engineering software started to use the object-oriented approach and C++ programming language. The object-oriented approach to the software development allows to develop and to debug software faster. The created codes are more reliable than codes developed with functional languages, these codes are easier to support, modify and reuse. A survey of object-oriented programming for structural mechanics is given in Reference [15] .
Relatively new computer language Java inherited the best features of C++. However, Java has principal differences from C++. Some C++ features, which are considered potentially harmful (pointers, preprocessor, multiple inheritance etc.), do not exist in Java.
Java has some attractive features, which C++ does not possess. It is fully objectoriented language. Everything except primitive types for numbers should be an object in Java. Automatic garbage collection prevents Java codes from memory leaks. Java has APIs (application programming interfaces) for creating graphical user interfaces and for two-dimensional and three-dimensional visualization of geometry models and result fields. One of the most important features of Java is that Java codes are truly portable. A Java program is compiled into bytecode, which is run by a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). Most computer systems have JVMs. Thus once developed Java code can be executed on various platforms.
It is possible to conclude that Java offers a better software development environment for the development of engineering codes than Fortran or C++. Nevertheless, Java is not widely used in engineering computations. Often, performance of the Java code is considered insufficient for high-performance engineering computations. However, at present, Java Virtual Machines, which are used for the execution of Java codes, include Just-In-Time compiler and provide reasonable speed for typical finite element and boundary element computationally intensive routines. In Reference [16] it is shown that simple tuning of a finite element direct equation solver can help Java to provide roughly the same performance as the C language. Based on the above considerations we have chosen Java as a programming language for the development of SGBEM-FEM alternating code for crack analysis.
Object-oriented design of the code
From previous sections it is clear that the SGBEM-FEM alternating code should contain Java classes implementing the alternating procedure, SGBEM classes and FEM classes. Besides this, it is useful to have some other class groups. In Java, groups of classes and interfaces are placed in packages, which can be considered as tools for managing a large namespace and avoiding conflicts. Our Java code consists of the following packages:
altern -alternating procedure; sgbem -symmetric Galerkin boundary element method; hsbem -hypersingular boundary element method; fem -finite element method; material -elastic and elastic-plastic material; crackgen -generation of the crack mesh; visual -visualization of models and results; util -utility classes.
Alternating procedure package altern contains all classes with main methods and other classes necessary to organize interaction between the SGBEM and the FEM. Packages sgbem and hsbem are composed of classes implementing the symmetric Galerkin boundary element method and the hypersingular collocation boundary element method. After implementation of two different boundary element methods we have found that the SGBEM is more efficient for fracture mechanics analysis of nonplanar cracks. Object-oriented approach to the code development allows easy implementation of two different packages for analyzing cracks without significant changes in other packages. Both packages interact with the same package fem, which include classes for the finite element method and additional classes data for BEM-FEM interaction.
The sgbem package consists of the following classes:
class CrackModel -discrete model of the crack; class CrackNode -node of the crack model; class CrackElementData -data related to crack elements; class CrackElement -abstract boundary element; class CrackElement8N -quadrilateral boundary element with 8 nodes; class CrackSolver -abstract boundary element equation assembler/solver; class CrackSolverLDU -symmetric LDU equation assembler/solver; class CrackTractions -tractions at the crack surface; class FETractions -tractions at the surface of the finite element model; class StressIntensity -stress intensity factors at the crack front; class CrackResultFileWriter -writing results file.
Package material is composed of the following classes:
class Material -abstract material class;
class ElasticMaterial -implementation of elastic material; class ElasticPlasticMaterial -elastic-plastic material; class MidpointIntegration -mid-point integration of elastic-plastic increment; class FatigueModel -abstract fatigue material model;
class ParisModel -Paris fatigue material model; class NasgroModel -NASGRO fatigue material model.
Constants and different utilities classes are collected in package util:
interface CNST -collection of constants; class DATE -class for date and time; class GaussRule -Gaussian integration rules; class DirCosMatrix -matrix of direction cosines; class DataFileReader -helper class for reading data files; class Spline -spline approximation of the crack-front segments; class Vector3D -operations on 3D vectors; class XmlReader -helper class for reading files in XML format.
Object-oriented approach is suitable for creation reusable, extensible, and reliable components. It is worth noting that the extensive use of the object-oriented paradigm might not be always ideal for computationally intensive portions of the codes. Object creation and destruction in Java are expensive operations. The use of large amount of small objects can lead to considerable time and space overhead. Thus, we tried to employ useful features of the Java language in designing the SGBEM-FEM alternating code and to find a compromise between using objects and providing high efficiency for the computationally intensive parts of the code. A possible way to increase computing performance is reducing expenses for object creation in the code by using primitive types in place of objects. Expensive operations are calculation of the finite element and boundary element matrices and solution of the equation system. Only primitive type variables and one-dimensional arrays are used in computation of element matrices and in solution of the equation system thus excluding overhead associated with a full object-oriented programming.
Currently the Java compiler practically does not have actual means for powerful code optimization. Because of this attention should be devoted to a code tuning. It is necessary to identify code segments, which consume major computing time and to tune them manually. Tuning of the equation systems solution procedure is discussed in Reference [16] . Tuning efficiency can be illustrated by an example of tuning of the integration routine for a pair of boundary elements in the SGBEM method (see equations (11) and (17)). Unrolling of two inner loops and rearrangement of computations in outer loops produced a ten-times speedup on a Windows computer system. While tuning requires some additional efforts, we found that the use of Java leads to an overall development time reduction, because of easier programming and debugging in comparison to other languages.
Visualization
Visualization tools for finite element or boundary element models and analysis results are included in many commercial codes. A survey of these techniques can be found in Reference [17] . However commercial tools can not be directly used for visualization of results obtained with the SGBEM-FEM alternating code. The SGBEM-FEM alternating code produces results with high gradients near the crack front line using sparse meshes of boundary elements and finite elements.
Previously, when graphics libraries supported just simple graphical primitives, the development of visualization software was a complicated task. At present Java provides a rich graphics library, for three-dimensional visualization, which is called the Java3D. The Java 3D API contains Java classes for a sophisticated three-dimensional graphics rendering. The programmer works with high-level interface for creating and manipulating 3D geometric objects. The Java3D employs linear triangular and quadrilateral filled polygons for surface representation. Because of this the visualization of FEM/BEM models consisting of simplest elements is almost straightforward. However, for higher order elements the transformation of element surfaces into triangular polygons should be done carefully taking into account both geometry features and result field gradients.
The input data for the visualization consists of a set of nodes defined by spatial coordinates, a set of elements that is defined by nodal connectivities, and a set of result values. Primary results (displacements) are obtained at nodes of the finite element model and at nodes of the crack model. Total displacement field inside the threedimensional body can be calculated as a sum of finite element displacements and of boundary element displacements in an infinite medium using Equation (18) . Secondary finite element results, which are expressed through derivatives of the primary results, usually have the best precision at some points inside elements. For models composed of 20-node finite elements stresses have the most precise values at reduced Gaussian integration points 2 × 2 × 2.
The visualization algorithm consists of the following main steps.
1. Obtain continuous field of finite element results by extrapolation from reduced integration points inside elements to element nodes with subsequent averaging. Add boundary element field.
2. Create the surface of the finite element model or create model section where results will be displayed.
3. Subdivide curved surfaces into flat triangles on the basis of surface curvature and gradient of results.
4. Create contour pictures by specifying coordinates of one-dimensional color pattern at triangle vertices.
In order to obtain continuous stress fields, stresses at reduced integration points are extrapolated to finite element nodes and are averaged with the use of contributions from adjacent finite elements. After this, nodal stresses can be interpolated inside elements using quadratic shape functions. Stresses induced by the presence of the crack can be computed at any point according to Equation (19) . Figure 5 : Using texture interpolation to produce color contours inside a triangle.
Texture
The surface of the finite element model is created from outer element surfaces. Outer surfaces are mentioned in the model connectivity array only once while inner surfaces are mentioned exactly two times. A fast approach to selecting outer element surfaces is to characterize each element surface by two connectivity numbers instead of eight. To avoid ambiguity we selected the following pair of connectivity numbers: the first connectivity number is the minimum global node number for the surface and the second connectivity number is the global number of node that is diagonal to the first node. If necessary to produce a body section and the section surface coincides with element surfaces then unnecessary elements are deleted from the model and the model surface is determined. In the case of arbitrary section a problem is more complicated since new elements should be created after model cut by the section surface.
Subdivision of quadratic element surfaces depends on two factors: curvature of the surface and range of result function over the surface. The subdivision into triangular elements is performed in the following steps: 1) determination of number of subdivisions along quadrilateral surface sides; 2) generating points inside quadrilateral surfaces and 3) Delaunay triangulation.
Geometry side subdivision depends on the side curvature. Curvature radius can be calculated using one-dimensional shape functions and coordinates of three nodes that define the side of a finite element surface or the side of a boundary element.
In order to obtain good quality of color contours the size parameter controlling triangulation should be selected such that each triangle contains the specified number of color intervals. This can be done by determining the range of result function over the surface and by computing the number of color bands along the surface side.
Java 3D provides tree-dimensional rendering of polygons with a possibility of texture interpolation. We use this possibility to create color contours inside triangles produced after subdivision of curved element surfaces. A one-dimensional texture containing desired number of color bands is generated. Values of functions at triangular vertices are transformed to texture coordinates using specified scale. Texture interpolation produces contours as shown in Figure 5 . These texture coordinates are supplied to the Java 3D rendering engine, which generates a three-dimensional image. An example of contour images for a section of a tensile cube with an internal circular crack is presented in Figure 6 . This example shows that the contour scale can be easily changed by generating new color texture with different number of color intervals. The texture with continuous color change produces a contour picture, which is usually created with a technique known as direct color interpolation.
Numerical examples
Inclined elliptical crack under tension
First we demonstrate the efficiency of the SGBEM for the determination of the stress intensity factors on the example of an inclined elliptical crack in an infinite medium under tension. An elliptical crack with semi-axes c and a is shown in Figure 7 where α is an angle of crack orientation in respect to direction of tension.
The elliptical crack inclined at 45 degrees with a/c = 0.5 is considered. It is characterized by the distribution of the stress intensity factors K I , K II and K III along the crack front. A boundary element mesh used for crack modeling is shown in Figure  8 . The mesh consists of 68 quadratic boundary elements and 229 nodes. Singular quarter-point elements are placed at the crack front. SGBEM results for the stress intensity factors K I , K II and K III normalized as K i /(σ √ πa) are presented in Figure   9 . Quite a satisfactory agreement of SGBEM results with theoretical solution [18] is observed.
Inclined semielliptical surface crack
The alternating method can be applied to surface crack modeling. Let us consider a semielliptical surface crack in a plate under mixed-mode loading conditions as shown in Figure 10 [19, 20] in Figure 11 where
One can see good agreement between SGBEM-FEM results and other numerical solutions.
Nonplanar fatigue crack growth
The fatigue growth of a surface crack under mixed-mode loading conditions is simulated starting from an inclined semielliptical precrack in a plate subject to a uniform tensile loading, which was modeled in a previous problem.
The Paris material fatigue model da/dN = c(∆K ef f ) m is chosen for fatigue crack growth with material parameters c = 1.49.·0 −8 and m = 3.321 (7075 Aluminum). According to the J-integral vector orientation and magnitude, the corner nodes at the crack front are advanced to new positions with scaling to the specified maximum crack advance da max . Locations of the midside nodes at the crack front are determined by spline interpolation. A new layer of elements is generated between old and new crack front lines. It is assumed that the movement of nodes located at the body surface are same as of the neighboring inside nodes. Then the new crack model is analyzed and etc. Five crack advancements with specified da max /a = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 were performed for the example problem. Stress intensity factors K I , K II and K III after crack increments are given in Figure 12 with normalization K i /(σ √ πa).
A three-dimensional view of the crack after five increments and its projection on the plane XY are presented in Figure 13 . 
Elastic-plastic problem for a surface crack in a plate
The elastic-plastic algorithm of the SGBEM-FEM alternating method is used to determine the elastic-plastic stress intensity factor for a semi-elliptical surface crack in a tensile plate. Schematic of the problem is shown in Figure 14 ,a. The aspect ratio of the crack is a/c = 2/3, the relative crack depth is a/t = 1/4 and the thickness-width ratio is t/W = 0.5. The crack is modeled by 40 quadratic boundary elements with 145 nodes. Singular boundary elements with quarter-point nodes are placed at the crack front. The finite element model of the plate contains 256 20-node elements and 1449 nodes ( Figure  14,b) .
Flow theory of plasticity with Mises yield surface is used. The material deformation curve with linear hardening and with the following parameters is selected:
where σ Y is the yield stress, k is the hardening coefficient, ε p is the equivalent plastic Figure 15 : Elastic-plastic stress intensity factor for a surface semi-elliptical crack in a tensile plate.
strain and E is the elasticity modulus.
Tensile loading is applied in nine non-equal steps up to maximum load σ/σ Y = 1. The elastic-plastic alternating iterative procedure is used at each load increment for determining displacement and stress fields. The iterative procedure is terminated when relative norm of the displacement increment reaches the specified tolerance ( ∆u / u < 0.005). The number of iterations varied from 4 to 11 at different load steps. The elastic-plastic stress intensity factor K ep is calculated using elastic asymptotic equations for displacements near the crack front. Values of K ep determined by the SGBEM-FEM alternating procedure at the central point of the crack front are compared in Figure 15 to the elastic-plastic solution performed by the finite element method with explicit modeling of the crack. The elastic-plastic stress intensity factors are normalized as K ep /K 0 where K 0 is equal: K 0 = σ πa/Q , Q = 1 + 1.464 (a/c) 1.65 .
Satisfactory agreement of both solutions can be observed.
Conclusion
The paper describes combination of the symmetric Galerkin boundary element method (SGBEM) and of the finite element method (FEM) for analyzing arbitrary threedimensional cracks and their growth in structural components. The SGBEM-FEM alternating method is very suitable for modeling of fatigue crack growth. Since the boundary element model and the finite element model are independent, only the boundary element model of the crack should be modified during crack growth modeling. The advancement of points at the front of a nonplanar crack is performed according to the J-integral fracture criterion.
The SGBEM-FEM alternating method is generalized for the solution of elasticplastic crack problems. Flow theory of plasticity and initial stress method are used for elastic-plastic analysis. Both alternating procedure and initial stress procedure are placed inside the main iteration loop for the load step.
Results of several problems are given including simulation of fatigue crack growth of an inclined semi-elliptical crack and elastic-plastic analysis of a semi-elliptical surface crack.
